Abstract-Cell membrane proteins play an important role in tissue architecture and cell-cell communication. We hypothesize that segmentation and multidimensional characterization of the distribution of cell membrane proteins, on a cell-by-cell basis, enable improved classification of treatment groups and identify important characteristics that can otherwise be hidden. We have developed a series of computational steps to 1) delineate cell membrane protein signals and associate them with a specific nucleus; 2) compute a coupled representation of the multiplexed DNA content with membrane proteins; 3) rank computed features associated with such a multidimensional representation; 4) visualize selected features for comparative evaluation through heatmaps; and 5) discriminate between treatment groups in an optimal fashion. The novelty of our method is in the segmentation of the membrane signal and the multidimensional representation of phenotypic signature on a cell-by-cell basis. To test the utility of this method, the proposed computational steps were applied to images of cells that have been irradiated with different radiation qualities in the presence and absence of other small molecules. These samples are labeled for their DNA content and E-cadherin membrane proteins. We demonstrate that multidimensional representations of cell-by-cell phenotypes improve predictive and visualization capabilities among different treatment groups, and identify hidden variables.
INTRODUCTION
C ELL surface proteins, such as E-cadherin, regulate cellcell interactions and physical properties of tissues. Ecadherin is a calcium-dependent cell adhesion molecule that influences differentiation and tissue structure, forming adherens junctions between epithelial cells and communicating with the actin cytoskeleton through associated intracellular proteins. As an endpoint, E-cadherin has been studied extensively, since it appears to function as a barrier to metastasis. Loss of E-cadherin has been associated with 1) increased motility, 2) cancer progression and metastasis, and 3) increased resistance to cell death [1] . Since downregulation of E-cadherin is an important endpoint for quantitative systems biology, we hypothesize that detailed quantitative representation of the E-cadherin signals provides important clues for understanding the effects of different biological perturbations. Furthermore, we reason that representation of E-cadherin on a cell-by-cell basis, coupled with morphological and structural features obtained by other imaging probes, will provide a multidimensional representation that can be mined to improve predictive capability. This paper introduces a novel method for characterizing the E-cadherin signal on a cell-by-cell basis and demonstrates that multidimensional representation of imaging data is advantageous for 1. characterizing heterogeneity, 2. identifying features that are not visually obvious to human observers, 3. reducing the number of imaging probes that are needed for differentiating phenotypes associated with different sets of experimental treatments, and 4. visualizing multidimensional representation of spatial data in the same way that expression data are presented. With the exception of [2] , few studies have been published quantifying membrane signals for high-content screening. Even in this case, few details of the methodology are provided. Furthermore, biological samples are limited to HeLa cells that are known to have well-behaved size and shape features. Complexities and challenges associated with quantifying cell surface protein patterns originate from 1. variation in background, 2. signal discontinuity, 3. nonuniformity in the width and strength of the signal, and 4. nonuniformity in nuclear size and shape features. Although others [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] have proposed multidimensional phenotypic representations, their analyses do not include plasma-bound features.
Our computational protocol avoids traditional ad hoc steps in favor of model-based geometric methods to delineate subcellular regions, associate cell surface protein signals with particular cells, and drive a multidimensional representation of each cell for further analysis. The choice of a particular computational methodology originates partly from the imaging instrument, and partly from the image signature across a wide range of data sets. In our experiment, samples were imaged with wide-field microscopy as opposed to a confocal system. As a result, out-of-focus light and signal accumulation along the Z-axis demand a computational method that is invariant to 1) signal strength and 2) the thickness of a membrane-bound protein up to a scale. The main advantages of wide-field microscopy are high-throughput imaging and the fact that it is routinely available. However, because of out-of-focus light, wide variations in signal strength, the 3D structure of membrane proteins, threshold selection, which is difficult and unreliable, has to be performed locally, and the size of the neighborhood has to be dynamically adjusted for robust performance. Furthermore, an E-cadherin signal may not be continuous and maintain gaps in its signature. As a result, a desirable methodology should be able to complete perceptual gaps to retain continuity for subsequent readouts of fluorescent signals.
In this paper, the E-cadherin signal is coupled with labeled nuclear regions so that information about each cell can be preserved. The protocol consists of five major steps: nuclear segmentation, detection of E-cadherin signals on a cell-by-cell basis, feature extraction, feature selection, and discriminant analysis, as shown in Fig. 1 . First, each nucleus is identified using an edge-based method, and then grouped subject to convexity and continuity. Unlike thresholding, edge-based methods have an improved immunity to nonuniformity in the fluorescent signal, thus providing a more robust and accurate delineation of nuclear boundaries. Second, the E-cadherin signal is inferred by performing an iterative voting method along a continuous boundary along the cell boundary. A unique aspect of this technique is in the topography of the voting kernel, which is iteratively refined and reoriented. However, unlike our earlier paper [7] , where voting was performed along a radial direction with a kernel topography designed to infer center of mass, voting for this paper was performed along tangential direction (e.g., normal to the gradient), and the kernel topography was designed to enhance continuity; this method has an excellent noise immunity and is tolerant to perturbations in scale. Furthermore, the membrane signal is registered with the corresponding nuclear region by an evolving front. Third, approximately 400 features corresponding to morphology (e.g., size, aspect ratio, and bending energy of a contour), structure (e.g., texture features), intracellular organization (e.g., fluorescent intensity and its derived features), and intercellular organization (e.g., relationship between cells represented as an attributed graph) are computed for each cell. These measurements are stored in a schema that captures their relationship, order, and cardinality. Fourth, a minimal subset of features from the full multidimensional representation is selected to maximize class separability, whereby classes correspond to different treatment groups. Finally, the discriminating and predictive capability of an optimal feature subset is evaluated using the Holdout method and discriminant analysis. Both linear and nonlinear methods of discriminant analysis have been employed for comparative analysis [8] , [9] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture
MCF10A (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured in serumfree medium. 0.4 ng/ml recombinant human Transforming Growth Factor (TGF) (R&D Systems) was added at the time of plating and was irradiated 4-5 hours postplating. Cells were grown for 6 days.
Radiation Treatment and Sample Preparation
radiation treatments were performed with a 5,600 curie source of 137-Cs for -radiation over a dose range of 0-2 Gy. For high-LET irradiation, MCF10A was irradiated with 1 GeV/amu F e 56 ions (from the NASA Space Radiation Laboratory of the Brookhaven National Laboratory) over a dose range of 0-1 Gy. For comparative reasons, dosages of equivalent relative biological effect (RBE) were used as determined through toxicity studies.
Immunostaining and Image Acquisition
Cells were grown on LabTek 8-well chamber slides, fixed with 80 percent methanol and stained for E-cadherin (BD Biosciences). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (4 0 ,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole) using 0.5 ng/ml. Samples were imaged using a wide-field epifluorescent microscope with a 40X objective.
Nuclear Segmentation
Nuclear segmentation enables the context (e.g., reference) for quantifying structural and morphological features on a cell-by-cell basis. However, as a result of sample preparation and fixation, fluorescent signals of adjacent nuclear regions overlap and form a clump. It is important to quantify the phenotypic signature at the individual cell level by partitioning a clump of cells. First, our computational protocol delineates isolated nuclear regions through edge detection, boundary completion (closure), and convexity testing. Next, it partitions touching cells by applying a series of geometric constraints [10] . The basic idea is that nuclear geometry is almost convex, and that at the intersection of the overlapping boundaries, folds (points of maximum curvature) are formed. Thus, by grouping folds that are formed by a closed contour, a convex partition can be inferred. This technique is iterative, and has been shown to be effective in segmenting touching nuclei.
Segmentation of the E-Cadherin Signals
Two critical steps are involved in segmenting the membranebound protein. In the first step, the membrane-bound protein is accentuated and enhanced. In the second step, the membrane-bound protein is assigned to individual nuclear features. The first step utilizes iterative tangential voting to remove noise, enhance signal, and complete perceptual gaps. The second step utilizes evolving fronts for the assignment process. Iterative voting, which was introduced in our earlier paper [7] , successfully identified approximate locations corresponding to the center of mass for each round object. In this paper, radial voting has been extended to tangential voting with a set of new topographic kernels and a policy for orienting kernel direction for best performance. The main advantage of iterative voting is a superior noise immunity and completion of perceptual gaps so that membrane proteins remain continuous along the cell boundary. However, membrane signals may be absent or retain a very low level of fluorescence signal. The evolving front assures that 1) in the absence of sufficient signal levels, smoothness of membrane protein around the nucleus is preserved and 2) corresponding membrane-bound proteins are assigned to each nucleus in a systematic fashion. By starting from an initial condition that is derived from Voronoi tessellation between neighboring nuclei and an enhanced membrane signal as the external force, the evolving front is constrained to converge to a smooth continuous boundary that is overlaid on top of the membrane signal.
. Iterative Tangential 
The refinement of the voted image is iterative, involving the application of a more focused kernel at the next iteration along the direction
where V yy and V xy are the local derivatives of the voted image, and K max is the maximum curvature computed from the Hessian of the voted image. The shape of the kernels, shown in Fig. 2 , indicates whether the energy distribution of the kernel is focused or dispersed. Initially, the energy is dispersed; however, at each consecutive iteration, the energy becomes more focused, and at the same time, the kernel orientation is redirected along the direction of maximum response, as shown in Fig. 3a . The entire process is shown in Fig. 3b . These voting kernels are precomputed and indexed for rapid retrieval
Iterative voting shares a common thread with variational methods in imaging [11] , which rely on establishing proper geometric constraints and then regularizing the solution. In this case, geometric constraints are expressed in the shape of the voting kernel, and the regularization is embedded in the smoothness of kernels. The iterative process leads the solution to its local minima by searching for the maximum response in a local neighborhood. Iterative Voting 1. Initialize the parameters: Initialize r max , which represents the maximum distance that a feature value is projected spatially, as shown in Fig. 3 . It has a maximum value in the neighborhood of pixel p, and decays as a function of its proximity to its origin. Initialize Á max and a sequence Á max ¼ Á N < Á NÀ1 < Á Á Á < Á 0 ¼ 0, which correspond to the spread of the voting kernel, as shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 2 , Á has an initial large spread (top row), and becomes more focal (at the bottom). Set n :¼ N, where N is the number of iterations. 2. Initialize the saliency feature image: Define the feature image F ðx; yÞ to be the local external force at each pixel of the original image. The external force is set to the maximum (negative) curvature, which corresponds to the membrane signal. 3. Initialize the voting magnitude: Apply the isotropic voting of (1). 4. Update the voting direction: Compute the Hessian of the voted landscape and construct an orientation map based on (2). 5. Refine the angular range: Let n :¼ n À 1, apply (3), and repeat steps 4-5 until n ¼ 0.
. Behavior of Iterative Voting: Fig. 4 shows a small region of an image, which has been cropped to demonstrate the behavior of iterative voting in more detail. It is clear that iterative voting -removes ambiguities associated with the location of the peak along the ridge, -sharpens and enhances the ridge topography, so that the top of the ridge is no longer flat and has a dominant curvature, -diffuses noise and spurious structures while enhancing the actual signal, and -improves continuity, in some cases through the coarse-to-fine applications of kernels. . Evolving fronts: The next step of the computational process is to design an initial condition, and define additional constraints for robust segmentation. The initial condition is derived from the region of the space identified by the segmented DNA stain, presented earlier. This is based on region-based Voronoi tessellation of the nuclear mask, which generates a curvilinear partition of the image space, shown in Fig. 1a . Standard Voronoi tessellation divides the space between neighboring vertices with linear boundaries. On the other hand, the regionbased Voronoi tessellation divides the space between neighboring blobs along curvilinear boundaries. Formally, let N i correspond to the ith 2 ½0; KÞ nuclei in the image, q 2 N i , and p be a point in the image. Then, the Voronoi region is defined by
Computationally, Voronoi regions are computed from two distance maps (e.g., chamfer images) corresponding to 1) an individual target nucleus and 2) nuclei in the immediate neighborhood of the target nucleus. The zero difference between the two distance maps indicates the Voronoi region.
Initiating from the Voronoi region, assignment of the cell surface protein is computed by optimizing an evolving front where external forces are defined by the gradient vector field [12] :
where XðsÞ ¼ ½xðsÞ; yðsÞ; s 2 ½0; 1, is the curve representation. The first and second terms ensure smoothness through stretching and bending. The third term attracts the curve toward a derived representation of the cell surface protein marker, which is a function of the voted image. The evolving front corresponds to
Xðs; tÞ ¼ X 00 ðs; tÞ À X 000 ðs; tÞ À rE ext ð5Þ
where, rE ext ¼ ÀV and V ðx; yÞ ¼ ðuðx; yÞ; vðx; yÞÞ is the gradient vector flow that minimizes the energy functional where fðx; yÞ is a skeletonized representation of the voted image.
An example was selected from our data set to demonstrate the behavior of iterative tangential voting; the results are shown in Fig. 5 . In addition to iterative tangential voting, segmentation through evolving fronts is also demonstrated.
Evaluation of the Segmentation Method
From a functional perspective, the choice and design of the algorithms reflect how the solution is constrained. For example, 1) region-based tessellation constrains membrane boundaries to reside within a small ribbon around the nuclei, 2) voting along the tangential direction fills in potential gaps that can leak information from one cell to its neighbor, and 3) evolving fronts initiated from Voronoi tessellation are attracted to the voted membrane boundaries while ensuring continuity, which would be lost otherwise. Let's assume that the membrane signal is partially absent, i.e., it is lost as a result of a specific treatment. Then, the evolving front, from the initial Voronoi tessellation, will remain stationary because there is no attracting force.
From a quantitative and error analysis perspective, segmentation of membrane-bound protein is evaluated with synthetic data, where ribbon-shaped objects with gaps have been created and noise added. Such an approach provides controlled conditions for direct evaluation, as shown in Fig. 6 . In these examples, a ribbon emulating the signature of a membrane-bound protein is used for visual analysis, which indicates excellent noise immunity and gap-filling properties. Furthermore, quantitative analysis of the synthetic images of Figs. 6a and 6c, tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 , indicates that iterative voting has an improved delineation accuracy. However, the true test of any approach remains to be tested on real data, in which our evaluation can only be qualitative. According to our observations, a membrane signal is always correctly segmented if the sample preparation and fixation are flawless. In some cases, following sample preparation and fixation, multiple cells may be stacked on top of each other, rendering any kind of analysis-even manual-invalid in any case.
Multidimensional Representations of Cellular Features
Phenotypic signatures are computed from every imaging probe that labels an organelle or expression of a specific protein. In this case, three distinct feature sets of morphology, structure, and fluorescence signals are extracted from each marker. For example, in the case of a marker associated with the nuclear region, morphological features of shape such as area, aspect ratio, and orientation are computed. Some of these features are computed by fitting an ellipse to the shape features for a more accurate representation. Other shape features correspond to bending energy at multiple scales, which are computed from bounding contours. Structural features correspond to textural attributes that are detected from first-, second-, and third-order derivatives of oriented Gaussian filters [13] . These oriented filters capture responses of inherent image features at multiple scales: The error is measured with respect to ground truth as a function of distance to the medial axis.
TABLE 2 Kurtosis of the Voted Signal as a Function of Noise and the Width of the Ribbon Indicates Iterative Voting Significantly
Improves Spatial Accuracy 
where G x ¼ @Gðx; yÞ=@x, G y ¼ @Gðx; yÞ=@y, and Gðx; yÞ is a 2D Gaussian function. These derivatives are computed by varying of the Gaussian in both dimensions independently. Finally, the fluorescence signal is quantified at global and local scales. While global representation relies on the average signal within the organelle of interest, local representation characterizes how the fluorescence signal is spatially distributed within the nuclear mask. An example of this representation is the change in the fluorescence signal along the radial direction originating from the center of the mass. Since the texture feature vector is rather large, its dimensionality is reduced through principal component analysis (PCA) for subsequent analysis. We opted not to apply the PCA to the entire representation, since the physical meaning of the feature set will be lost during the projection operation. A total of 324 texture features are computed, and through PCA dimensionality reduction, eight projected features that account for 99 percent of the total variance are retained for further analysis. Finally, computed features are normalized with a zero mean value and variance of one across all treatment groups.
Feature Selection and Discriminant Analysis
Our feature selection method ranks feature sets based on a measure of class separability. Here, the class separability is defined as the ratio of the determinant of mix-class to withinclass scatter matrices. This measure will take a large value when samples are well clustered around their class means and the clusters of different classes are well separated. Mixclass scatter matrix is defined as the covariance matrix of the feature vectors with respect to the global mean, and withinclass scatter matrix is defined as the covariance matrix of the feature vectors with respect to the mean of each class [8] . The Holdout policy is used to evaluate performance of discriminant analysis, where half of the data is randomly selected for training and testing. The process is then repeated to ensure that the classification performance is not compromised by a specific set of training samples.
Computation and Implementation
The image analysis and feature extraction software has been developed in C++ with QT graphical user interface. Each image has 1;000 Â 1;000 pixels with two channels at 12-bit resolution per pixel. On a very moderate desktop computer (e.g., 2.4 GHz CPU and 2 GB of RAM), nuclear segmentation takes 5 seconds, E-cadherin segmentation requires 45 seconds, and feature extraction requires 6 minutes. The bulk of time for feature extraction is due to the computation of texture fields, which are computed by varying and scales in (7). Our software was designed to read OME [14] image formats and should be portable to any other Linux platform. We plan to make our data publicly available following the publication of this paper.
RESULTS
Experimental Design
Our study involved a multifactorial experiment in which radiation of two different qualities (e.g., iron and gamma)
were applied separately in combination with TGF1 (TGF) to cultured MCF10A cells. Radiation qualities were varied to examine whether this parameter influences cellular responses independently of toxicity. TGF, which belongs to a family of cytokines and modulates cellular responses to radiation [15] , [16] , [17] , was added to mimic an effect of stromal cells on radiation response in tissues. The Barcellos-Hoff lab has postulated that ionizing radiation (IR) alters cell phenotypes, which, in turn, contribute directly or indirectly to carcinogenesis [18] . IR activates various, multiple signaling pathways depending on the cell type, radiation dose, and cell status [19] . IR also affects the activity or abundance of proteases, growth factors, cytokines, and adhesion proteins that are involved in tissue remodeling [20] . TGF is activated following IR, and, in turn, mediates some cellular and tissue radiation responses [15] , [17] . Although TGF is considered to be a potent tumor suppressor in nonmalignant and premalignant tissue, principally through its ability to arrest growth and trigger apoptosis, numerous reports show that TGF can switch to a tumor promoter during neoplastic progression [21] . Additionally, the progeny of irradiated nonmalignant human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC) cultured with TGF exhibit compromised morphogenesis, polarity, and growth control when cultured in a reconstituted lamininrich extracellular matrix [22] . The data set used for this analysis consisted of a total of 13 treatment groups with 20-80 images in each group and up to 6,000 cells per group. Table 3 summarizes the different treatment groups.
Visualization of the Phenotypic Profiles
Segmentation enables a multidimensional representation of the phenotypic profile on a cell-by-cell basis. These measurements are then aggregated and ranked for comparing and visualizing different treatment groups. However, such a multidimensional representation generates a massive amount of multidimensional data requiring a systematic evaluation, because different views of the data can reveal different insights. There are three complementary components for revealing differences between experimental treatments. The following scripts have been developed to interact with the database to query these viewpoints:
. Feature ranking identifies the best feature subset for visualizing features that can discriminate between different treatment groups, as shown in Table 4 . This step also paves the way for visualizing features that contribute to classification. . Feature distribution enables the visualization of a heterogeneous feature subset (representing a biophysical property) through single or multidimensional histograms, as shown in Figs. 7, 8 , and 9. As a result, distribution shift, tightness of the distribution (kurtosis), distribution uniformity (e.g., number of modes in the distribution), and overlap of computed features in two or more treatment groups can be observed. For example, Fig. 7 shows loss of E-cadherin in irradiated samples, which is accompanied by an increase in the peakedness (kurtosis) of the distribution. The relationship between the loss of E-cadherin and heterogeneity of the membrane signal is expected; however, Fig. 7 also indicates that at equivalent radiation doses in the presence of TGF, loss of heterogeneity with Fe is higher than with radiation. This is an observation that can only be quantified through detailed analysis on a cell-by-cell basis, and appears to be dependent on the presence of TGF. Multidimensional distributions of Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that treatment groups can be differentiated. It is quite interesting to note that phenotypic profiles of control, , and Fe form unique clusters (Fig. 9) in the 3D space. Fig. 9 indicates that texture features corresponding to the chromatin structure are differentially expressed between two irradiation qualities; it also illustrates how hidden features may lead to the formation of a new hypothesis for new experimental design and mechanistic understanding. . Heat maps provide a massive reduction and summarization of a large data set for quick understanding of the phenotypic responses. Such maps are often used in genomewide visualization of the mRNA data; however, their utility is extensible.
Heat maps enable an immediate view of a specific feature being up-or downregulated as experimental factors are varied. Fig. 10 summarizes mean and individual cell responses in each treatment group, for 348 images. This map indicates that nuclear size is increased as a result of TGF treatment; texture features corresponding to the chromatin remodeling are differentially expressed for and Fe irradiation, and variations of the E-cadherin signal are more downregulated in Fe than in . The latter is potentially due to the localized damage induced by Fe irradiation. Finally, Fig. 11 provides another view of the differential expression of the E-cadherin signal between two different radiation qualities. In summary, through the complementary utility of the above components, heterogeneity and hidden variables (e.g., size and texture) can be systematically identified and visualized.
Differences between Treatment Groups
In order to evaluate whether different treatment groups can be separated, three experiments are performed to determine 1) how well a treatment group can be discriminated against the control, 2) how well treatment groups, at equal toxicity dosage, can be discriminated, and 3) how hidden variables can be identified. The method is based on discriminant analysis so that selected features can then be examined for their biological properties. Table 5 summarizes classification accuracy between treated and control groups using single or multiple features. In most cases, a single feature is sufficient for discrimination; however, in the absence of TGF with a high dosage of , additional features can contribute to an improved classification. The number of features is clearly dependent on a specific treatment group; however, the richness of our feature set also contributes to the reduction of the number of needed measurements. 2. Using the same strategy, we evaluated F e and irradiation at equal toxicity dosage; the results are shown in Table 6 . Equal toxicity dosage has been determined through survival analysis. In this case, combining representations based on quantifications of the labeled probe and computed textured features results in an improved predictor for separating treatment groups. For example, variations of E-cadherin signals in each cell are important indicators for 1 Gy of F e versus 2 Gy of , and global florescence analysis hides the differences in the dose-response curves. The above two experiments, generally indicate a single feature, may be sufficient for classification; however, this is not known ahead of time, and it is important from a biological perspective to assess what additional feature may contribute to classification. This may also be a way to establish hypotheses for subsequent experiments. 3. Finally, Table 7 summarizes separability between different treatment groups by using one single feature at a time so that a hidden variable can be identified through LDA or SVM. In general, SVM provides better classification results at the cost of significantly increased computational time; however, the best discriminating feature is invariant to the type of classifier used. It is clear that while E-cadherin features provide the strongest power for discriminant analysis, texture features perform better when discriminating Fe-and -treated samples at equal toxicity dosages established earlier. Since texture features are indicators for chromatin packaging within the nuclear region, new hypotheses may be generated.
1.
DISCUSSION
Our computational protocol generates a coupled multidimensional representation of the spatial features for each nucleus and the membrane-bound proteins exhibiting continuous fluorescent signals along cell surface boundaries. Our protocol is focused on the accurate segmentation of membrane proteins, its assignment to the corresponding cell, and coupled multidimensional representation of the cellular profile for classification. E-cadherin signals are heterogeneous in intensity and scale (e.g., thickness of the membrane signal) and suffer from noise and perceptual gaps. Earlier, we developed a novel method for detecting subcellular compartments through iterative radial voting [7] . Here, we have extended iterative voting along the tangential direction for enhancing membrane proteins [23] , [24] . While the detection of nuclear regions is based on the saliency of the center of mass, membrane protein detection and delineation are based on continuity and inference of perceptual regions (missing signal) along the membrane boundaries. Our method is based on the iterative application of a set of specifically tuned kernels that project pertinent information along a specific direction. These kernels vote iteratively along the radial or tangential direction and project specific features such as spatial gradient or curvature along a specific direction. Next, the regularized membrane-bound delineated signal serves as an external force for an evolving front. The front is initialized by a region-based Voronoi tessellation of the segmented nuclear regions and attracted to the membrane energy. Segmented nuclei and membranebound proteins provide the basis for a multidimensional representation for profiling and classification, which is the most time-consuming module in spite of a highly optimized code. More specifically, computational load is concentrated in computing texture features. However, these features are highly parallelizable and additional speed up can be attained through limited number of scales and orientations in (7) . Finally, we demonstrated the application of multidimensional representation for 1) discriminating between treatment and control groups, 2) discriminating between different treatment groups at an equal toxicity dosage, and 3) identifying hidden variables. In the first two cases, the number of features is sequentially increased until classification performance levels off. It is important to differentiate between the performance of treated versus control groups and treatment groups at an equal toxicity dosage. In the third case, a single feature that best discriminates between different treatment groups is identified. The significance of this step is that the most dominant feature may not necessarily be the endpoint (e.g., membrane protein) that the sample was stained for. For example, in Table 3 , dominant features between iron and gamma, at an equal toxicity dosage (last row), correspond to the texture feature that is representative of chromatin configuration. Identification of hidden features enables formation of new hypotheses. Paul Yaswen received the PhD degree in cell and molecular biology from Brown University in 1984, and postdoctoral training at the DanaFarber Cancer Institute. He is currently a staff scientist in the Department of Cancer Biology at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. He has over 20 years of experience using a tractable human mammary epithelial cell culture system to model processes involved in immortal and malignant transformation of this cell type, thought to be the precursor of most human breast cancers. He has used this model to study cellular responses to specific changes under conditions where other potential variables are controlled, to distinguish local from systemic effects on cellular physiology, and to identify phenotypes that may be uniquely human, and thus, not amenable to study using animal models. He is currently a member of the Breast Oncology Program at the UCSF Comprehensive Cancer Center, an affiliate of the Berkeley Stem Cell Center, a preceptor in an NIH-funded Biology of Aging Training Program at LBNL/UC Berkeley, and a member of the Molecular Oncology Study Section at the NIH. He has more than 50 publications in peer-reviewed journals.
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